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László Kostyál: 

Zsigmond Kisfaludy Strobl’s (1884-1975) life and art   

PhD dissertation –Thesis 

 

Zsigmond Kisfaludi Strobl (1884-1975) is the great son of Zala County. His native village is 

Alsórajk; furthermore he is the Honorary Citizen of Zalaegerszeg, where six of his public 

statues can be found. His career began with the scholarship of Zala County and he never lost 

contact with his native land, Zala. Departing from there, he went to London in the 30s and 

became the representative and favourite sculptor of the English highest social classes and later 

during the 50s and 60s he also became a celebrated artist,enjoying a high international 

acclaim, representing ”realism” at the Academy of Arts in Moscow. His artistic heritage is 

preserved in the Göcseji Museum in Zalaegerszeg. His career deserves consideration from a 

number of points of view. Not only because “his star was rising” without any breaks 

throughout seven decades of the 20th century, but also because he himself can be considered 

as the archetype of official art1 and as such he is closely connected with the government in 

power, or if it suits you, the political matter, thirdly, because he achieved his indisputable 

successes as an artist who followed an artistic trend which moved further and further from the 

general development of art following the first world war. It was impossible to be completely 

objective when assessing this fact, because he did not fit at all into the paradigm which 

maintained dominance for a long time emphasizing the linear nature of the stylistic 

development of art, at the same time it illustrates well the close connection between the 

political representation of any time and the form of art rooted in classicism. The fundamental 

differences between the standpoints of art history and art policy are quite striking in this 

matter. By means of this, research has arrived at such a boundary of the history of art, as the 

emphasis of legitimation of certain political systems and their social propaganda through the 

particular medium of art. The fact that Strobl, who took an active part in this movement, was 

the professor of the College of Artsfor thirty-seven years (1924-1961) and represented 

continuity of artistic approach while teaching generations of sculptors,  the possibility of 

which has not opened up for anyone else, cannot be neglected. By setting high professional 

                                                      
1It is not very likely to find another artist in the Hungarian art history, who served several consecutive political systems with 
their conflicting ideological basis at a high level, like Strobl Kisfaludi. This might be the reason why the elderly artist, despite 
being the author of several political monuments, mentioned with some idiosyncrasy that politics were of no interest to him at 
all. 
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standards for himself he had a large influence even on those of his pupils who rejected or 

outran his artistic approach. 

    If we take a look at the research into his professional career so far, the situation is not too 

satisfactory. His lively autobiography2, the analysis of which as a resource book has recently 

been completed by Ildikó Nagy3, is naturally of primary importance. The fact that the artist 

wrote it from memory, he did not aim at being philologically correct should be taken into 

consideration. His datesare inaccurate in a lot of cases, sometimes he did not remember names 

properly; events which had been unpleasant for him were omitted, while others were probably 

overemphasized.If we compare his description of one or another event with that of other 

witnesses he turns out to be too subjective. His autobiography is a really important document 

of the time he lived in but the data should be handled with criticism.4  In addition to this there 

is only one monograph written by Jenő Kopp5 in 1956. The Russian sculptor, Jevgenyij 

Vucsetics’s original publication issued in Moscow is not more than popular science.6 Two 

catalogues were published of the Kisfaludy Strobl commemorational exhibition opened in 

Zalaegerszeg in1976. The importance of the first catalogue7 lies in the compilation of the 

artist’s life history, the importance of the second one8 is the illustration of all pieces of works 

of the heritage. Shorter and longer essays9 on sub-topics have been written so far but a 

comprehensive assessment of the oeuvre has not yet been carried out. The scientific meeting10 

held in the Göcseji Museum in Zalaegerszeg to celebrate the 125th anniversary of the artist’s 

birth was of great importance. The twelve lecturers provided a number of new pieces of 

information concerning the life-work and drew the researchers’ attention to many new 

aspects. Strobl’s activity – besides criticism -was at the centre of the press’attention from time 

to time due to its direct or indirect political aspects above all and the signs of it to the present 

day deserves attention, too. 

    I was presented with some difficulty when compiling the suitable methodology. Repeating 

the strictly chronological, biography-like, rather monographic method followed by Jenő Kopp 

                                                      
2Zsigmond Kisfaludi Strobl: People and Statues, Képzőművészeti Alap Kiadóvállalata (Publishing Company of Art 
Foundation), Budapest 1969. 
3Ildikó Nagy: Zsigmond Kisfaludi Strobl’s autobiography as a resource book for art historians. Zalai Múzeum 19. (2010), 17-
21. pp. 
4This happened in case of names of people and names of institutions as well. For instance Staatsgewerbe Schule, which he 
attended in Vienna, appears in his book (p.26.) many times as Stadtgewerbe Schule. 
5Jenő Kopp: Zsigmond Kisfaludi Strobl, Budapest 1956. 
6Jevgenyij Viktorovics Vucsetics:Zsigmond Kisfaludi Strobl, Moscow, 1960. (in Russian) 
7József Sárkány: Kisfaludi Strobl Collection, Zalaegerszeg, Göcseji Museum. Exhibition catalogue, Zalaegerszeg, 1981. 
8László Kostyál: Zsigmond Kisfaludy Strobl (1884-1975).Catalogue of the Zsigmond Kisfaludi Strobl Collection in 
Zalaegerszeg, Zalaegerszeg, 2004.  
9László Prohászka deserves special attention among the authors, who introduced half a dozen of Strobl’s works. 
10The edited version of the lectures of 3rd November 2009 can be read in Zalai Múzeum 19. (2010). 
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and the sculptor himself seemed unsuitable for the third time however, the basically 

chronological arrangement seemed definitely reasonable. The biography-like method lines up 

events and processes the details, stages and the pauses of which are usually less transparent. It 

makes it difficult to explore the relationship between the events differing from chronological 

points of view or to arrange the events in groups in such a way. 

For this reason I have chosen a structure the chapters of which cover the major events of the 

consecutive periods, at the same time all of them are thematic, so on the one hand it is 

possible to look backwards and forwards from the given period, on the other hand it analyses 

the events from the given theme’s point of view or subordinated to it. There is a danger that 

many events and viewpoints which do not fit into the given range get lost. I tried to reduce the 

risk of using this method by arranging the concrete biographical events into a separate 

chapter. Thus it was possible to lay emphasis on reference points which have attracted less 

attention so far and which contribute to the precise identification of Zsigmond Kisfaludi 

Strobl’s role in the history of art. The reason why there is sometimes parallelism between 

chapters is that the artist lived a dual life, lived in two places, in Budapest (where he taught at 

the college) and in London in the 30s. 

    In the first chapter I analyse the development of Strobl’s career and the status he achieved, 

the inevitability concerning his artistic style and the internal logic of it, the coherence both in 

the development and the shaping of it as well as the attitude towards him so far. I demonstrate 

how Strobl became the sponsored artist who received commissions with unambiguously 

political colour from the elite in power in close correlation between his artistic ambitions and 

the crystallisation of his human manner. During his career he had to prove his loyalty with 

works which were similarly devoted though reflected contradictory mind-set after the several 

changes of those in power. 

    This is followed by the illustration of the years of study in Hungary and abroad – in 

Vienna, in Paris, in Italy –and the most important and determining artistic influences on him 

as well as their reflection. He was touched by Art Nouveau during the academic year he spent 

in Vienna during 1903-1904 and first of all the following three years he spent at the School of 

Decorative Arts there. Someyears later (1912-1913) his studies at the Academie Julian in 

Paris and the joint work with the art group called the Eights cubism and expressionism had an 

influence on Strobl. However, contemporary endeavours basically did not appeal to him and 

based on Adolf Hildebrand’s artistic views he went to the source of earlier, classical-rooted 

generations of sculptors. (Jules Dalou deserves particular attention here). 
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    Freemasonry, which attracted and supported a lot of young artists in the first decades of the 

last century with its extensive network of connections and the role of which has been 

neglected by researchers so far, played an important part in the stages towards Strobl’s artistic 

perfection -   analysed in the next unit. I managed to reveal their role through the artist’s many 

choices of subject (first of all in case of portraits, but the model of Ady-tomb also contains 

unambiguous references). We have good reason to suppose their assistance at the beginning 

of the almost four-decade-long college career and in cases of many other important pieces of 

Strobl’s life-work, for instance, the Award of the Casino of the District of Lipótváros in 1919 

or behind Strobl’s first retrospective presentation in the Hungarian Art11 magazine. 

    Strobl represented the continuity on which the historical legitimacy of education was 

probably built upon at the academy in Budapest after the Second World War. A 

comprehensive picture of his professorial activity is given for the first time and this is 

presented in the context of the history of the College of Arts. By doing so I review his 

teaching and artistic principles and the  important aspects of his personality are highlighted 

via his relationship with his pupils. 

    While being at the top of his artistic career Strobl - besides his teaching activity in the 30s - 

built up a fine reputation for himself as a portraitist of the elite in London. It is the first time 

such systematic exploration for those who were portrayed by him and the nearly industrial 

production of portraits there has been carried out. With reference to it I outline his models’ 

social status and by giving some examples I show how consciously the artist built his career 

with the method of building good connections. Strobl appears to have exclusively produced 

portraits in London so it was possible to analyse his portraits and full-size-figures and 

demonstrate the range of Strobl’s artistic devices that time. I also refer to the fact that the 

years Kisfaludi Strobl spent in London were the politically critical 30s, when there were some 

important, consciously made cultural-political aspects of his activity there. 

     Due to the prestige he had established in London he was the most respected sculptor in 

Hungary despite the ideological attacks after the communists had taken over power. This 

process is discussed in an independent chapter. In this chapter I introduce - based on resources 

which have not been scientifically explored - the professional-political attacks he came under 

because of the Russian occupation and the commission to create the Monument of Liberation 

(the two cannot really be separated). These attacks stopped only because of his good 

connections with leading Russian artists and army officers – not independently of these – 

                                                      
11Károly Sebestyén: Zsigmond Kisfaludi Strobl. Magyar Művészet (Hungarian Art) 1926/10 pp. 555-565. 
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because of his (first) Kossuth Prize, which he received for the statue “Gratitude”, which was a 

great political commission for Stalin’s 70th birthday. I quote the article which appeared in the 

Soviet Union and has fallen into oblivion in Hungary and which laid the foundations for his 

official evaluation for the following two decades without appeal.12 

     Kisfaludy Strobl is probably the most internationally recognised Hungarian artist of the 

entire 20th century. For this reason it seemed to be beneficial to focus on his appearances 

abroad and his works which got to other countries. It is generally known in Hungary that 

Strobl’s international recognition was owed to above all his relations and successes in 

London, the centre of the West in the 30s, and in Moscow, in the capital of the East in the 50s. 

Few Hungarian artists had more chances of exhibiting, selling works and what is more 

erecting works in public places beyond the borders. I demonstrate that this can be regarded as 

a major factor in the formation of his international fame. 

    In the last chapter I sum up the variety of his genres among them I focus on the so far 

disregarded equestrian statues, decorative plastic works, medals, tombs (in the latter case I 

think it is important to outline briefly the social status of the departed) rather than on the more 

well-known public-place statues or portraits. Then I mention his working method, in which A. 

Hildebrand’s principles, which preferred modelling as a basic sculptural method to carving, 

become especially visible.  

    Quasi in the next after the last chapter I give a detailed chronological list of the artist’s life 

history, which helps with finding the way among the different references of the previous 

chapters. 

    As a consequence of the followed methodology I paid relatively less attention to the “birth” 

of certain works and to the research for original documents connected to them. Though I did 

do it in some cases, it is the victim of the chosen logic, but I firmly believe that with the 

exploration of the highlighted correlations I have gained more than I might have lost on the 

other side.  

    The oeuvre catalogue which is supplemented to my dissertation is of fundamental 

importance, which certainly cannot be regarded as a complete store of facts rather a database 

reflecting the present state of scientific research and will certainly be supplemented and 

modified in many cases in the future.In the strict sense of the word it is not an oeuvre-

catalogue, since it does not contain the full provenience of the works included because in a lot 

of cases neither the number of the original works nor the number of copies can be traced back, 

                                                      
12V. Tolsztoj: Zsigmond Kisfaludi Strobl. Iszkusztvo, 1956/1. Hungarian translation: Györgyné Révész. Manuscript, Göcseji 
Múzeum 
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let alone their later life. This selection may help better inform about the artist’s works, which 

are highly popular and sold at a good price at auctions. This database contains more than eight 

hundred works. There can be no doubt that the number of portraits is considerably higher, but 

it is extremely difficult to come across privately-owned portraits. His public place works are 

basically well-documented, however tombs appear in such documents for the first time and 

some more may come into sight. The same is true for his statuettes; however they are well-

known because they are frequently exhibited. 

The aforementioned standpoints behind the works contribute to the deeper understanding of 

the highly gifted artist, full of vitality and great humanity besides the possible deficiencies in 

his character, who lived and worked in a difficult historical period by which he was 

undeniably determined in many ways. Hopefully they also lead to a better understanding of 

the social background Strobl lived in with its sometimes broader, sometimes narrower but 

well-confinable margins. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 


